English is recognized as most spoken language and used widely for communication. In present generation English language learning has become a necessity. The present paper discusses the importance of English language learning in schools and the skills required to master the language. The paper also throws light on the issues and challenges faced by English language learners
INTRODUCTION
India is multi linguistic country and land of diversity. Though Hindi is our national language, English is the language mostly used for communication. Learning English is important as people all over world communicate in English mostly. It is noteworthy that, of five official languages UN has recognizes, English language takes the first position because of its easy access to people across the nations. The other reason may be because almost half of the nations in the world were under the British rule. Hence, all the nations had under British rule had to learn English compulsorily. For others learning English is important to keep pace with modern world and many are influenced by English culture. English has emerged as the most important global language and also evolved be a language of science and technology. English as a Second Language (ESL) help students learn how to speak, read and write English. English as a Second Language is a traditional term for the use or study of the English language by non-native speakers in an English-speaking environment. In many schools English is taught as second language with different approaches to those whose primary language is not English.
Skills in English Language Learning
The skills required for any person to master a language are Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.
Oracy includes the Listening, speaking skills and reading skills are known as literacy. Therefore, both oracy and literacy together form linguacy. The first two skills like listening and reading are used as the channels, or receiving information and, skills like speaking and writing are called productive skills.
Listening: is an ability to receive and interpret message accurately. To learn English language, listening skills helps in increasing the vocabulary. Listening also improves the learner's comprehension. Listening is the most important skill, as it is an active process. Listening is complex process as it contains features like stress, rhythm, intonation. Listening involves, receiving the sounds of a language in s systematic manner then constructing the sounds into words. Giving meaning to the words received and also includes the ability to interpret and to comprehend the utterances of the speaker. Writing: Of all the skills in language learning writing is the most difficult one. The learner should have awareness of letters and grammar. Writing is a process of conveying thoughts through written symbols. It involves ability to shape letters, convert thought into letters, writing without grammatical errors and finally ability to present the thoughts in comprehensive way.
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Challenges in Learning English Language
The five biggest problems in learning English language are:
Grammar
It is essential for effective communication and is important in learning English language. When correct usage of grammar in English language learning give intended meaning while its improper usage creates utter confusion and changes completely the meaning of the sentences. Therefore it can be said that English grammar is complex and has to be used logically. English grammar includes learning of theories, rules and regulation which can be mastered only through practical application. Usage of grammar in English is very important as it incorrect usage creates confusion and comprehension becomes difficult.
Vocabulary
English has one of the biggest vocabularies of all languages. Vocabulary difficulties arise when the complexity of word knowledge is much more than the dictionary definition. Lack of understanding the grammar and incorrect pronunciation also leads to difficulties in vocabulary.
Slang
Is type of languages consists of words and phrases that are considered to be very informal. It is typically restricted to one particular group.
Pronunciation
Is result of producing speech which includes intonations, articulation, stress. Many students learning English as second language have problems in pronouncing the words correctly. A student's native language determines, for the most part, the degree of difficulty and the types of difficulties students will have
CONCLUSIONS
English has become a main subject of competency and a pivotal in the education system. English is considered as 
